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Andante ( \( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{b}} = 72-80 \))

Measure me, sky!
Tell

Available also in Three-Part Treble arrangement.
I reach by a song, nearer the stars;
I have been little so long.

No breath, rall.

A little faster

Near'er the stars, nearer the

No breath, rall.

A little faster
War迭代，

Weigh me, high wind!

What will your wild scales record?

Profit of

mf
pain,---
Joy by the weight of a word.

Mea - sure me, sky! Tell me I reach by a

Near - er the stars:

For Perusal Only
a tempo have been little so long.

For Perusal Only
a tempo cresc. e accel.

Rim of the world, Wi-den my eyes by a thought.

Rim of the world, Wi-den my eyes by a thought.

Wi-den my eyes by a thought.

Wi-den my eyes by a thought.

Sky, Wind,

no breath

no breath

* * * *
be my width and my height.

World, my heart's span;

Loveliness, wings for flight...
Sky, be my depth, Wind,
be my width and my height.

Slower
World, my heart's span, Love-li-ness, wings for

Slower